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On Axially Symmetric Flows in R3 

S. Leonardi, J. Málek, J. Neëas and M. Pokorn 

Abstract. We prove in a simpler as ususal way global-in-time existence of regular solutions 
to three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations under the assumption that the flow is axially 
symmetric.	- 
Keywords: Namer-Stokes equations, axially symmetric flows, regularity of solution, Cauchy 

problem in three dimensions 
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1. Introduction 

We investigate the evolutionary Navier-Stokes equations under the assumptions that the 
analyzed flow is axially symmetric and that the fluid fills in the whole three-dimensional 
space. 

It is not known generally whether the 3-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations have 
a uniquely defined solution without restricting to the size of data or to the length of 
the time interval. However, if only axially symmetric flows are permitted, then it is 
possible to show global-in-time existence of a regular solution (see Theorem 1). As 
well-known, this solution is unique even in the class of all weak solutions subjected to 
axially symmetric data only (see Theorem 2). In addition, one can show (see . [51) that 
this global axially symmetric solution to the Navier-Stokes equations is stable for small 
(not necessarily axially symmetric) perturbations of axially symmetric forces and initial 
conditions. 

The aim of this paper is to present a proof of Theorem 1, by an elementary and 
clear method. We take the advantage that we consider the flow in the whole space. 
We build our proof on known (and nowadays standard) results on existence, uniqueness 
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and regularity of a weak solution to the evolutionary Stokes system. Starting from this, 
we present first local-in-time existence and uniqueness of a smooth axially symmetric 
solution to the Navier-Stokes system. Further we derive some global estimates, which 
allow us to extend the smooth solution to an arbitrary time interval. 

The presented result has been already proved by Ladyzhenskaya in [3] (the result 
was announced in [4]) and simultaneously by Uchovskii and Yudovich in [7]. The key 
observation which is common to both the papers [3] and [7], and also to this paper is 
the following: the convective term in the equation for the vorticity, it means the term 
[Vcurlv]v, is formally orthogonal in L2 (R3 ) to (r is the distance from the axes of 
symmetry). The main problem is to justify this step. While in [3] and [7] the proofs are 
based on the use of the Galerkin method in bounded domains and require a construction 
of special bases in spaces with weights (which we have attempted to avoid), here we 
directly 'test' the vorticity equation by	and derive the estimates in which we are
allowed to pass E - 0. 

Let us finally remark that a similar situation concerns the inviscid fluid described 
by the Euler equations: in general it is not known whether the system admits smooth 
global solutions in 3 dimensions; however, for axially symmetric smooth data one can 
show the existence of a sufficiently regular global-in-time solution. For the proof we can 
refer to Uchovskii and Yudovich (see [7], but also Remark at the end of this paper for 
more details) or to Beale, Kato and Majda (see [1]). 

Throughout the whole paper we use the summation convention and standard nota-
tions for function spaces. 

2. Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates 

The Navier-Stokes equations in R 3 , written in Cartesian coordinates x 1 , x2 , x 3 , have a 
non-dimensional form

divv = 0 
Ov	0,1V 

+Vk__l/V+ VP= f}	
(1) 

Ot	ÔXk 

where v = (v i ,v2 ,v3 ) : (0,00) x R 3 - R3 and p : (0,) x R3 - R are unknowns 
and f = ( 11,12,13) : (0,00) - R3 is prescribed. System (1) is completed by an initial 
condition

v(O,x) = vo(x) (x E R3 ) where divv0 = 0. 

In cylindrical coordinates given by

x i =r cos 9 
=r sin 9 

2:3 = z
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equations (1) are transformed into the system 

avr 
-

OVr	1 SV,. 5v•	1	2 
St +Vr + — V0-- 

Sr +Vz	- — V0 + - r 59 Sz	r	Or 
1 5 t3V\ 1 52Vr S2Vr	V,.	2 OVO

=fr 

5V9 ave 1	Ovo 51)9	1	1 Op +Vr St	Sr + — Vs-- 
59 +Vz	+ — vv + -- r Sz	r	rOG 

11 5 f OV\ 1 52 a22vg	v	2 Ov,.
= 10	 (2) 

5v	5v 1 Sv	SV	OP - +Vr — 
St	Sr + —VO-5-0—

+Vz	+ - r  Sz	Oz 
1 5 Ov, 1 52 v,	S2v

=fz 

OVr VT	1 OVO	OVZ 
- Sr + - + -r	+ - r	 SO	Sz

=
 I.

If stands instead of v, v0 or f above, then by (tr,9,z) we mean the vector (i COS 9+ 
2 sin 9, - sin  + e2 COS e,e3). 

Definition 1. A scalar function W written in cylindrical coordinates is called axially 
symmetric if it is independent of 0, i.e.	= ( r, z). 

A vector function = (c,., o, ) is called axially symmetric if o 0 and G and z 
are axially symmetric. 

3. Local-in-time existence of an axially symmetric solution 

We first want to show that if vo and f are axially symmetric, then there exist a t > 0 
and an axially symmetric solution (v, p) of equation (1) defined on (0, t) satisfying the 
initial condition. 

Let us recall some elementary results on the evolutionary Stokes system. 
Lemma 1. Let T E (0,), I = (0,T) and let 1 < k E N. Let us assume that 

V0 E W c2 (R3 ) and F E L 2 (I; Wk_I2(R3)) are axially symmetric. Then there exists 
exactly one solution to the Stokes problem 

Ov 
—_vLv+Vp=Fl	 3 in St

divv=0J 

v(0,x)=vo(x) in R' 

such that
V € L(I; W12 (R3 )) fl L2 (I; W'(R3)) 

Ov	2 Wk_I(R3)) - St 

VP E L2 (I; Wk_I2(R3)) 
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(k > 2). Moreover, v and p are axially symmetric. 

Proof. The existence, uniqueness as well as the energy estimates are standard. 
The fact that the solution is axially symmetric can be seen by transforming the Stokes 
system into the cylindrical coordinates (see (2) with zero convective (i.e. nonlinear) term 
and f = 0), constructing the axially symmetric solution, and applying the uniqueness 
argument I 

We now construct the axially symmetric solution to the full Navier-Stokes system. 
Let t>O and J=(0,t). We set 

X = X 	{u € L— (J; W2 ' 2 (R3 )) fl L2 (J; W3 ' 2 (R3)) u axially symmetric}. 

Further, let v0 € W22 (R3 ) and f € L2 (0,00;W"2 (R3 )) be axially symmetric, divv 0 = 
0. Take v € X and define an operator S X X in such a way that u S(v) 
solves the evolutionary Stokes system with the initial value v 0 and the right-hand side 
f - vk ft-. Notice that f - fi- is axially symmetric. Consequently, by Lemma 1, we 
observe that u € X(t) for all t E (0, oo) and p is axially symmetric. 

In the sequel we will frequently use the classical interpolation inequality 

	

11 z 114	II z II	II z II	< c II z II	IIDzII 
holding for any z € W 1 ' 2 (R3 ), and also two inequalities of Agmon's type 

1. 114. <CIIzII2IILzII2	
U 3 

II z II	<c II DzII IID2zII  

holding for any z E W2,2 (R') which can be shown using the Fourier transform. 
Lemma 2. Let f € L2 (0,00;W" 2 (R3 )) and vo € W2,2 (R') (divergence free) be 

axially symmetric. Then there exists exactly one solution ('i,p) such that 
V E L°°(J; W 2 ' 2 (1R3 )) fl L2 (J; 14'3'2(R3)) 

Tt
€ L2(J;W"2(R3)) 

Dp € L(J; L2(R3)) 
solving the Navier-Stokes equations on (possibly short) time interval J = (0, t). More-
over, v and p are axially symmetric. 

Proof. It is easy to see, with the help of Lemma 1, that S maps X into X. Then 
it remains to verify that S: X X is a contraction. Let us denote by g the difference 
of the convective terms, i.e. g = v- - It is sufficient to estimate g and Dg 
in L2 (J; L 2 (R3 )). We have (with the help of (3)) j IDg(r)IId < j II D ( v2 - v )( r )II2 (II Dv2 (r )II,2 + II Dv ' ()II,2) dr 

+ 
I' II(v - v')(r)II,2IID2v2(r)IIdr 

+ 1 11 D 2 (v2 - v')(r)IIIIv'(r)II2dr 

^ 

	

K(C)	- VIII(..
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Analogously we get the L 2 -estimates of g and again it is an easy matter to see that for 
t > 0 sufficiently small (t <to) we obtain an estimate of the type 

II S (v2 ) - S(v ')llx	g1y 2 - v'lIx 

with g < 1. The Banach fixed point theorem then gives the existence and uniqueness of 
a V E X solving the Navier-Stokes system. The regularity for the time derivative and 
the pressure can be obtained in a standard way  

4. Global-in-time existence of an axially symmetric solution 

4.1 Preliminaries. We denote by t the supremum of all t > 0 for which Lemma 2 
holds, i.e.

= sup {i : there is an axially symmetric solution to (1) on (0,1) in x}. 
Then either I . = oo or i < oo. The aim is to exclude the latter. Let us assume that 
I , <00. Then necessarily

lim sup II v ( t )IIw 1 . 2 ( 3 ) = 00.	 (4) 
i — i . - 

Otherwise we could easily show that v E C([0,tj;W2 ' 2 (R3 )) for all I E (0,t) (more 
precisely, v E L2 (0,t;W3 ' 2 (R3 )) and E L2(0,i;W"2(R3))) and by Lemma 2, we 
could extend (v,p) behind i, which would contradict to the definition of i. 

Let t < i be arbitrary, I (0, t) and (v, p) be a solution on I given by Lemma 
2. Because of regularity we can take curl of (1). Thanks to axial symmetry the vector 
w curl v has the only non-zero component we given by we = - -9'. For lucidity, 
we denote we by w. We see that W solves 

&	OW	OW Vr I
 

a2 W 02W 1 OW	1
(5) 01	Or	Oz	r 

where g (curl f)9. 
We will need the following lemma on equivalence of norms for W and V. 

Lemma 3. Let v be a smooth, divergence free, axially symmetric vector field and 
W	(curlv)e. Then: 1) 

(i) ll"112 is equivalent to I lDvI12, 

(ii) II VW II2 + llll2 is equivalent to lID2vII2. 

(iii) .11 V2W 112 + Il	() 112 !^ C llD3vll2.

( OV Ov O' 1) By VW we understand (,	j, 8W\ while Dv denotes -, b—, 
v v—)
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Proof. It is based on the fact that there exist constants K (i = 1,. . . , 5) such that 
for any smooth axially symmetric vector v with curl y = w and any a E R3 , a 2 +a2 > 0, 
we have

KiIw(a)I :5 1-(a)l < K21w(a)I 
Ow(a)  

K3I Dw(a)I	+ 
Ow(a) + w(a)	

KiDw(a) 
Or	oz	r 

02 w(a)	O2 (a)	0 w(a)	0 .,(a)	2 

	

+	+ -	+ -	<JtsIDw(a)I Or2	0z2	Or r	Or r 
where r ../a + a. Now it is enough to use the well known fact that for divergence 
free vector fields the L2 -norms of gradients of v are equivalent to the L2 -norms of curl v 
and its gradients, which can be shown by means of the Parseval equality I 

We would like to multiply (5) by' and w, integrate over R3 with the aim td derive ry 
a priori estimates for w which, combined with Lemma 3/(i), would yield a contradiction 
to (4). Although the multiplication by' is the key step in the proof of Ladyzhenskaya, ry 
we do not know if L2 (I; L2 (R 3 ) here. However, we can multiply (5) by	- with
E > 0 arbitrarily small, as follows from the next lemma. 

Lemma 4. Let w = curl y with v E X. Then: 

0)	and r-	belong to L2 (1; L2 ( R1 )) for all > 0. 
(ii) Let g i ( i)	ji 0 (ii 6 II 2 )(ii, z ) dz and 92( 71)	f° 0 (ii 6 II 2 )(71, z ) dz. Then gar 77

and 92 are bounded for any 5 E (0, 2). 

Proof. To prove statement (i) we first observe that, by Lemma 3, and	()ar 
belong to L2 (I;L2 (R3 )). We then define g E W1,2 (R') in such a way that g = for 
r < 1, g = 0 for r > 2 and 11gJ1 1,2	 For e > 0 fixed, the Hardy inequality 
yields

00 1 

	

I f	
00 00 

W r drdz <r_1+2elgl2drdz 

0000 
2' 2 < (- I I r1+2I2drdz 
C J I Or I - 

00 0 

C(e)V2. 
r2 

Moreover, for r > 1 we have 
0000	 0000 

f J
2	f 

	

rdrdz	/• / I-I rdrdz. r2-, Ij j	ri 
001	 001 

In a very similar way we can show that 

1 Ow	 'Ow _II 
l I r1	Or 12 -	II Or 11,2 

Thus statement (i) is proved.
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To verify statement (ii), let 17 > 0 and 8 E (0, 2). Then 
0000 

gi(q) = —f f('61,12)_ drdz 
r 

00 II 

00 co 

<Jf(r'	
6lw S w 

-	- I-I +2r _I_(__) )drdz 

	

In	rI 
00

C)	2
+ c

S w :5cli—" 
II r2	ii2	D_ () 2I r6 112 

Thus gj(17) is bounded for all ij due to statement (i) and Lemma 3/(iii). The bound-
edness of 92 is proved analogously starting from - f°°00f (r I P1 2 ) drdz and using 
Lemma 3/(iii) U 

Corollary 1. For every e > 0, 
00

Sw	
( lim	w 

17 —.0+ 
f (_—j__)17,z)dz = 0. 

—00 

Proof. For fixed e > 0, we have 
00 
' Sw w I (.__-__)(17,z)dz

I 00	 - 
Sw	 /1W12 \ 

< (I (	) z)dz	 17 ) (L 
2	

ii	
)(z)dz) 

co— 	 - 

which gives the assertion thanks to Lemma 4/(ii)U 

4.2 Global estimates. Now, we are going to multiply (5) by - and integrate over 
R' with the aim to let finally e —i 0+. The integration over R3 is clearly allowed as all 
integrals are finite; for example (by f we mean f700 f000 in what follows) it holds 

rdrdz	 2 
t lSw w J —---j---' <ii_j_r

	

II	— e	- irIs Sr 2lI	2 112 
and the right-hand side is finite due to Lemma 4/(i). 

In the following lemma we obtain the fundamental apriori estimates which allow us 
to exclude the possibility of the blow-up (4). 

Lemma 5 (Key step). Let v0 E W2 ' 2 (R3 ) and f E L2 (0,00;W 1 ' 2 (R3 )) be axially 
symmetric and let j <j Then

2
C(vo,f)	 (6) r	112  

	

W(t)112 + vf (Ilvwrll	
2 

+	
2
)dr < C(vo,f)	 (7) 

0
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where C(vo,f) denotes a quantity depending on 1 v0112,2 and f0 IIf(t)111,2dt. 
Proof. In order to prove (6) we multiply (5) by--- with e > 0 small, which 

is allowed due to Lemma 4/(i) (see also the note above), and integrate over R 3 with 
respect to the measure r drdz. We will obtain 

	

1  f w 2	 w 2	 2\
rdrdz j---I rdrdz+v	OV(	+(__")II'I

r 	41Ir2I )
(8) 

tj	 CfVTWg-r drdz + 
	
- ---r drdz. j  

Indeed, the term including	is elementary. The convective term gives at 

	

f Ow	Ow VrW\ L rdrdz (vr_-+vz_______) 

	

\ Or	Oz	r /r2 
1 f OVr	49V. V	 C I Vr 

=-J(---+--+—)-j__-drdz--!—_-__drdz 
E	 2J rr1 

e f v 
= -- ------drdz	(due to (2)4). 

	

2	rre 

The elliptic term requires precise investigations 

I 02w 02w 1Oj w w _v J (+-j-+--__-j.)-j_rdrdz 
ar2

[jaw
w 

dzl 
I 1 

--- 
Or r 1	I 

-	 .1 r=O 
O w 2	5 w 2 

+v (_j	+—(:ç) 

and the boundary term vanishes due to Corollary 1. 
Now we can estimate the right-hand side of (8). Since

C	w
I )rdrdz 

f fOfr Of:
rdrdz 

J

drdz = -J  (fr() fz()) 
(fr$ —f:r— drdz

	

(W )
	

O(w	C	!. L)f. r
Or r 

we have by the Hardy and Young inequalities 

	

JW

	 (IIV_II 
2 + - I 

	

9r2	rdrdz	 2 II T '	11	 r 

	

w ii	
C2 

I	w II\ 

II	
lI

w	12	w	2 
V-----ii + - ii----- I i + c II f II2 . r 1_12 112	4 11r2	112
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Further, by means of (3) we have 

I [ 
V	 II W

W 

W 

, 
—_j--rdrdz	IIVrlloolHjTII	1 II2 iir	2 2 1. 

+ cc lI Dv ll2 II D2v ll2 jT 
112. 

- 411r2_ i 112 hr	2112 

Putting all calculations together and integrating the result with respect to time we 
obtain for all r E (0, t)

1•

w(s)  112
<	 lI__; 

2 
- 

	

ii r	M
c(f, vo) + ef IIDv(s)II211 II

2 
ds. 

112 
0 

The Gronwall Lemma then implies 

	

1	
2 

IIr 1	M2	c(f,vo)exp ( I IIDv(r)II,2dr). \ Jo 

The right-hand side is finite by the assumption on v, which allows to pass to the limit 
as c -* Oat the right-hand side. As	is bounded by	for r E (0, 1), and by 
IwI for r	1, we can let c tend to 0 at the left-hand side by the Lebesgue dominated 
theorem, and we obtain (6). 

The next estimate (7) is obtained by multiplying (5) by w (and integrating over 
R3 ). The elliptic term gives

ô2W lOô2 , w w 
- wr drdz 

ar
2- vJ(-_ + 

-7:- +	- r) 

I

OW)2 w2 Ow 
2 i(—	-i-r)]rdrdz [\Or	r 

v("vw"2	

1Iw112 
=	2+1111	. 

II r 1121 

Since

J

ld 
wrdrdz 

	

-	—IIwII 

and
11	I	\ 

J 
gwrdrdz < 2f II (IVwI 

+	

W rdrdz 2f2 (11 vw 112 + Il—Il Ii r 112/ 
we can concentrate on the estimate of the convective term. We have 

Ow	Ow	UrW 

/_r)
rdrdz 

J	Or	Oz   

— 

	

fW2(	 Vr 
- Or	Oz	r	

r) rdrdz
 

VrW 
=- I---rdrdz. 

Jr
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Adding all computations, integrating over (0, t), using the Agmon inequality (3), (6) 
and Lemma 4 we obtain

	

i	 t

— II w ( t )II + cf Il D2v( r )II dr + f (iivwrii 
+ Il Il 

2 
dr"t 

11r112 

	

0	 0 

cJJ W ( T )1 2 1vr 1 drdz + C(vo, f) 
0 

-	r)II II	II 
2 
II(r )II2 dr + C(vo, f) 

	

< I IIv(	
IIw(T) 

	

II	r	11  
0 

^ C(v0 , f) J II Dv II II D2v II IIw II2 dr + C(vo, f) 
0 

/ II D2v II dr + C(vo, f) 

where we use (at the last step) the classical first energy estimate 
CO 

IIv(t)II 
+ I II Dv(r )II dr < Il vo II + c JII f( r )II dr.	 (9) 

Lemma 5 is proved U 

4.3 Main theorems. The task to exclude (4) is now very easy. By the equivalence of 
the norm (cf. Lemma 3/(i)-(ii)) we see that (7) and (9) can be rewritten as 

	

II v ( t )II,2	c(IIvoII JO IIfII2dr) 

valid for all I <i 0 . Passing to the limsup at the left-hand side we obtain 

urn sup II v ( t )II2 <00. 

Thus (4) does not hold and consequently I' = 00. 

We have proved 
Theorem 1. Let T e (0,00) be arbitrary, and let V0 E W2,2 (R'), divv0 = 0, 

and f € L2 (0,T;W' 2 (R3 )) be axially symmetric. Then there exists a (global) axially 
symmetric solution to the Navier-Stokes equations (1) satisfying 

V E L°°(0, T; W22 (R3 )) fl L2 (0, T; W32(R3)) 

E L2(0,T;W"2(R3)). 
Olt 

An easy consequence of Theorem 1 is the following statement.
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Theorem 2. Let v0 and f be as in Theorem 1. Then the global axially symmetric 
solution to (1) given by Theorem 1 is unique in the class of weak solutions to (1). 

Proof. It is standard, compare with [2: Chapter 10] or [6] I 

Remark. This remark is devoted to the Euler equations. Using a very similar 
method as in [7] we could show that for axially symmetric and smooth data there 
exists a uniquely determined axially symmetric solution to the incompressible Euler 
equations in the whole three-dimensional space. The idea of the proof is the following. 
We first construct sufficiently regular solution to the Euler equations on a sufficiently 
short time interval as limit of solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations by passing with 
the viscosity to zero. Next we obtain some new apriori estimates by multiplying the 
curl of the Euler equations successively by IV'' r and I wV' and integrating rdrdz, 
p E (2, oc). Passing with p to oo we then obtain an estimate of w in L(I; L°°(R3)) 
which excludes the possibility of the blow up (compare with [11). 
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